
The purpose of this enquiry is to investigate how successful 
……………… 

Regeneration is when ……………. 

 

 

Regeneration is important, particularly in urban areas in ACs 
because the infrastructure is often outdated, for example …. 

There are many examples of regeneration in Birmingham. These 
include ……… 

The regeneration schemes that were the focus of our enquiry 
were ? and ? 

Urban regeneration is an attempt to reverse the social, economic and physical decline of urban areas that often occurs when 
manufacturing industries decline.  



Birmingham is a city located in the ? region of England. Its current 
population is ?.? million, however, historically it started out as a 
very different place. Birmingham began life as a ?     By ???? It had 
become a ?  and in ????   it had city status. 
 
? materials available nearby and the canal network helped to put 
Birmingham on the map. Following the agricultural and industrial 
revolution factories ………….. and people from ? areas moved there 
for employment. Birmingham soon gained the reputation of 
‘WotW’ – almost anything m? related was made there. 
 
Include some key facts about Birmingham: [population; unemployment rate; 
demography; number of University students; health stats] 



We chose Birmingham because ……… [closeness; accessibility eg motorway 
names; nearest city] 

 

Birmingham is important because [think about its function/purpose ‘MR ED 
CATER’ – which ones?] 

It is also home to our nearest : 

Major retail centre – name it! 

Major transport mode to get overseas – name it! 

Major Universities x 2 – name them! 

Former EPL teams – name it 

Biggest ‘book’ house 

 

Birmingham is in need of regeneration because some of its B? and I? are over ?? 
years old and so are no longer fit for purpose. For example ? housing, ? factories. 
The ring road had become a ‘concrete collar’ due to … 
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